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Background
The interaction between a patient and a provider is crucial to the
success of any medical or healthcare appointment. It often goes
overlooked, and there is more of a focus on the provider correctly
diagnosing and treating the patient. This ethnographic research
project focuses on provider-patient interactions from the patient’s
perspective, and how those interactions shaped their experiences.
There is not a lot of research about this topic (Wong et al. 2021) and
the existing research has more of a quantitative approach. This
research takes on a qualitative approach, including eleven semistructured interviews. In the current literature, it is suggested that
provider-patient interactions influence patient experiences. The focus
is on communication between patients and providers, the way
patients feel, and what providers can do to make improvements for
patient experience. Meaning and illness are closely related, and the
literature stresses the significance of that, and how the meaning of
illness is different for everyone, especially between the patient and
provider (Kirmayer 2004). So many poor interactions at the expense
of the patient are overlooked, which is why it is so important for this
to be studied. Everyone deserves to be treated fairly by providers, but
if no one is talking about the way they are treated, no progress can be
made.

Research Questions
Broad Question: How do patient-provider interactions influence
patient experience and satisfaction among college students at SUNY
Geneseo?
1.What do patients see as an ideal interaction with their providers?
2. To what extent do patients equate negative healthcare experiences
with negative interactions with their providers?
3. To what extent does patient satisfaction revolve around effective
diagnosis/treatment of the quality of the interaction they have with
the provider? Or both?

Methods and Participants
To help answer the research questions, I conducted ten semistructured interviews and one key informant interview. The semistructured interviews allowed me to gain a personal perspective on
patient experiences that were able to answer all the research
questions and objectives. I asked interview questions based on the
research questions and objectives I created, with questions split into
three main sections: provider patient interactions, overall patient
experience, and patient satisfaction. I asked questions about personal
experiences in healthcare, and how those experiences shaped their
health outcomes. These methods allowed me to answer the research
questions sufficiently.
The participants included 10 SUNY
Geneseo students aged 18-22 (n=10),
and one SUNY Geneseo faculty
member (n=1).
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Results
3 Main Findings:
1. Importance of communication between patients and providers.
While conducting the semi-structured interviews, there were various examples of good communication, poor communication, and having a good connection with a
provider. One example of good communication was from Edward, 22. He explained that he had established a good rapport with physical therapist, and that he really
put in effort to get to know him. Key Words: “impressed” “comfortable”.
An example of poor communication came from Alice, 21. She explained a scenario where she experienced poor communication with an OB/GYN, which resulted in
a lack of understanding and consent surrounding the interaction. Key Words: “pushy” “uncomfortable”.
Both Alice and Jacob, 21, expressed that having same ethnicity as their provider helped them build a strong connection and sense of trust with them. Key Words:
“trust”, “connection”.

2. The power dynamic between a patient and a provider plays a significant role in the communication and interaction a patient
has with their provider.
Should the power dynamic between patients and
An example of an unbalanced power dynamic: Edward, 22, explained that one of his providers fostered an environment that made
him feel small. He said he was “made to feel small by him” and he was “not fostering an environment where I can ask these
questions”. Key words: “small”, “paternalism”, “assumptions”.
Ideal power dynamics: Most of the interviewees argued that the power dynamic should be equal. For example, Rose, 21, said
that the power dynamic should be “equal”. Leah, 21, said that her provider knows “she gets no benefit out of it” and that
“one should not exert any power over the other”. Key Words: “equal”, “balanced”.

providers be equal?

3. Providers believing patients is an essential part of the interaction and can have lasting effects on the patient’s
health.
Examples of providers believing patients: Edward, 22, explained that a provider who believed his concerns was “exactly what I
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needed” and that "she totally put my mind at ease”.
Unfortunately, there were various instances where providers did not believe their patients or take them seriously. Phoebe, 18, had a provider who dismissed her
physical health concerns as mental health issues, and did not believe her when she said otherwise. Bella, 21, had mental health issues not taken seriously, and
dismissed by her providers. Leah, 21, was dealing with an unknown health issue, and was accused of having a serious mental illness by multiple providers.
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Discussion and Conclusion
Based on the results, I assert the importance of positive communication and interactions between a patient and a provider. Of the three main findings, the first finding
suggests that the way a patient perceives their communication with a provider determines the level of satisfaction they had with that interaction. I argue that clear
communication is essential to the interaction between a patient and a provider. The next main finding is that there is an importance of the equal distribution of power
between a patient and provider, with no party holding more power than the other. The results from the study showed that patients were not satisfied with their
providers having significantly more power than they did in the interaction. They also shared that an equal distribution of power was ideal between a patient and a
provider. Based on that, I can argue that patients and providers should have equal power during their interactions, to have the most productive and helpful outcomes.
The last finding is that it is crucial for the provider to believe the patient, in order to have a successful interaction and for their overall health. A lot of the participants
in my study explained instances in which their providers did not believe them, and how it caused problems for themselves and their health. Based on this, I can argue
that for there to be a successful interaction with a provider, the provider needs to believe the patient.
By conducting the semi-structured interviews, I was able to gain a new perspective on the unique experiences patients have with their providers, and how they
influence their satisfaction. I found that patients were most satisfied when they had clear communication with their provider, their provider had empathy and took
them seriously, and that they felt most comfortable with an equal balance of power between themselves and the provider. Based on my findings, I can conclude that
the interactions between patients and providers influence the patients experience and their overall satisfaction. I conclude that communication
plays a significant role in this, as well the provider believing the patient. Lastly, I claim that providers and patients need to have an equal
balance of power throughout their interactions.
This data serves to provide more information about how patients really feel about their interactions with their providers, going more in
depth than just a patient satisfaction survey. The broader impacts of my results will encourage providers and those in charge of
healthcare to rethink what they consider an appropriate provider-patient interaction and can hopefully provide inspiration for
interventions in the healthcare field to help make improvements in the future.
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